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 Permaculture is the development of agricultural ecosystems 
intended to be sustainable and self

 Permaculture is a design system that uses ecological 
principles, which can be applied to 
communities and economies to create a more harmonious 
and sustainable system of relationships.and sustainable system of relationships.

 Permaculture Design shows us a way, inspired by ecological 
understanding and principles, to create beneficial 
relationships and work with nature to regenerate and restore 
land, communities and our relationship to both.
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Permaculture is about the potential for 
humans to have a positive impact on our 
ecology. It shows how each one of us can 
play a role in building resilient,
resourceful, localised, lowresourceful, localised, low
communities and contribute to
peaceful world.
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Permaculture is an innovative 
framework for creating sustainable 

ways of living.ways of living.
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 Our vision is to introduce Permaculture Practices 

 To promote organic food crops, and to reduce the use of unnecessary 
fertilizers, pesticides, and herbicides, thus reducing the prevailing increase 
in cancer-related illnesses.

 To promote organic soils, and rebuilding damaged soils by natural means.
 To improve the economic position of the local  farmer by introducing 

exotic crops  for local use, and for export to India, and other parts of the 
world.

To encourage water harvesting due to water shortage in the region and 
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 To encourage water harvesting due to water shortage in the region and 
globally.

 To restore active hope, and to build organic agricultural communities, to 
regenerate the natural environment, to restore biodiversity and to 
encourage wildlife.

 To create a Permaculture Village in Kashmir: this would be the first of its kind 
in Kashmir, and perhaps even in the whole of India; this will attract  positive 
worldwide interest from researchers, academics, 
environmentalists, and the organic community from around the globe.

s

ractices into the valley of Kashmir.
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The Green Kashmir Permaculture
was established in 2015 and has 
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First ever introduction course to 
Kashmir was delivered in the city of Srinagar in 

September 2016 by Green Kashmir
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Permaculture Training at SKAUST 2017Training at SKAUST 2017
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GRADUATION DAY PDC SKAUST
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Training in Permaculture
and Practices at SKAUST

Permaculture Principles 
and Practices at SKAUST

Delivered by 
Green Green 

Kashmir in 
2017



The Teams:



Promoting Promoting 
Permaculture
and Organic 
farming



The Future:

 Training and Capacity Building in Permaculture
Horticultural Officers and Assistants in the 10 districts of Kashmir

 To improve the economic position of local farmers by cascading 
and sharing the Permaculture Principles and Systems at a grass 
roots level and in the local language
To improve agricultural and horticultural soils and production by  To improve agricultural and horticultural soils and production by 
implementing Permaculture Systems 

 Creating the first Permaculture Village in Kashmir
 Creating Right Livelihoods in Organic Growing
 Attracting global interest in the innovations in Kashmir
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For more information 
please go to:
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Contact: ecogreenkashmir@gmail.com
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